New Products

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and are selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, contact Gerry Van Treeck, Achieve Communications, 3221 Prestwick Lane, Northbrook, IL 60062; phone: 847-562-8633; e-mail: gvtgvt@earthlink.com.

Gunlocke unveils Menu, a casegoods platform with unprecedented range of design, materials, and scale options. Suitable for a wide spectrum of applications, Menu can easily be specified for everything from a junior workstation to the CEO's office. Facilities managers will appreciate Menu's versatility, diversity, durability, and value. Menu can support a variety of circumstances, whether it be furnishing private offices or an open plan. Menu offers meaningful choices in style, material, scale, and pricing. For full details visit Gunlocke online at www.gunlocke.com.

DuctSox, a manufacturer of USA-made fabric duct systems and accessories, has introduced the SG high-throw diffuser for air permeable fabric duct systems in high ceiling applications such as natatoriums, retail stores, lobbies, and other commercial facilities. The SG2 and SG3 are 2-inch and 3-inch diameter high-technology diffusers that are sewn into laser-cut orifices of DuctSox's premium anti-microbial fabric duct product, the Sedona-Xm. Unlike nozzles of other fabric duct lines, the SG Series uses a specially-blended flexible polymer composition that doesn't attract condensation and produces high throw distances of over 100 feet, but without increasing HVAC air distribution system static pressures. For additional information contact DuctSox at 800-456-0600.

VFA, Inc., a provider of software and services for facilities capital planning and asset management, has announced the release of version 7 of VFA.facility, which is designed to assist capital planners, facilities managers, and financial executives in managing their capital assets and forecasting maintenance, renewal, and capital spending requirements. VFA also announced the availability of VFA.auditor, a new software product that assists in collecting baseline data about facilities and systems. The Web-based software guides facilities managers to gather consistent and reliable information across a diverse portfolio. Data collected with VFA.auditor can be used to support development of portfolio-wide budget estimates and to identify areas requiring detailed assessment. For more information visit VFA, Inc. online at www.vfa.com.

EnvirOx introduces Mineral Shock. A mineral cleaner that tackles difficult soap scum, mold, and mildew stains, as well as salts from beer, milk, and urine on surfaces such as ceramic tile, grout, stainless steel, concrete, porcelain, glass, and fiberglass. It cleans better than phosphoric acid and won't pit, streak, or blacken stainless steel or aluminum. Available in concentrate or RTU. Choose the environmentally preferred way to remove hard water. For additional details contact EnvirOx at 800-281-9604.

QC Industries announces the 125 Series line of conveyors that feature a low profile (1.89”), allowing these unique conveyors to be used in tight quarters where conventional conveyors will not fit. Belt widths of 2” to 24” are available, in lengths from 4 feet to 12 feet, with load carrying capacity of up to 450 pounds. A unique snap-in sealed tail assembly allows belts to be changed in less than five minutes (regardless of belt length or width) using standard hand tools and without retracking the belt. Permanent belt tensioning ensures a long service life for belts and bearings while moving the heaviest loads in low-profile conveyors, with no tension adjustment necessary. Lubrication of drive elements is achieved with zero downtime. These unique features make 125 Series low-profile conveyors ideal for a variety of uses. For more information contact QC Industries at 513-753-6000.

Filmop introduces the Top-Down Charging Bucket. Just fill it up, turn it over, and in just 30 minutes you are ready to mop up to 10,000 square feet. The Top-Down Charging Bucket uses just 1.5 gallons of solution to evenly saturate up to 30 18-inch microfiber mop heads. The hands-free system keeps the mop heads neatly stacked so they are ready to attach to mop frames without touching or wringing. Save drying time and costs by placing the mop heads directly from the washer into the bucket, and fill it with your choice of cleaning solution or disinfectant. For full details visit Filmop online at www.hpcclean.com.